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Time-Line 01. Introduction
Our origins date back to 2007, when we established the values of what is now Vectio. 

We focus our business on transport assessments, travel plans, traffic engineering, highways
and infrastructure design, development planning and access planning and design. 

We are experts in these fields and over the last 10 years, we have always maintained a desire for
innovation and committed to the use of technology as most requested by our customers.

At Vectio, we firmly believe that after more than 500 successfully completed projects, 
what sets us apart from our competitors is the use of the best technology for collecting,
analyzing traffic and mobility; and where required, we also further analyze such data to

provide robust advisory and design services for our clients. Moreover, the team that makes
up the company demonstrates its professionalism in the face of any challenge and is

committed to finding the best solution to the needs of our customers, 
from an analytical, social, sustainability and economic standpoint.

We provide efficiency, reliability and a high technical standard in every job we do.



Market Data
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- Engineering Firms
- Construction Companies
- Industry

03. Our Markets

• Residential, Housing
   & Mix-used 
   Developments

- Architectural Firms
- Promoters
- Investment Funds
- Real Estate Companies and 
  Regeneration Bodies

• Commercial 
   Developments & Retail 

- Shopping Centres
- Logistic Areas
- Franchises

• Infrastructure &
   Engineering  

• PPP’s & Concessions
- Brownfield & Greenfield
- Investment Funds

• City and Public
   Authorities

• Public & Urban 
   transport

- Public Companies
- City Halls
- Government Ministries

- Bus Companies
- Train Companies
- Public Transport Concessions
- Other (taxi, cycles, tram)

• The massive influx for the success of a new shopping
center in the first days ranges between 20,000-35,000
visitors / day. This success must be validated by a network
of accesses and exits that absorb this demand – in a 
sustainable manner.

• Good signage in shopping centers can reduce access 
time by up to 20% of in terms of consumers value in 
terms of parking, and the importance of quickly identifying
their location.

• Pedestrian-oriented environments allow customers to comfortably and safely move between retailers.
• Access to rapid transit is becoming viewed as an essential attribute for commercial developments.
• Car ownership among young adults is at a record low. As these adults move into their prime shopping
years, the importance of access by alternative forms of transportation will increase.

• Shared parking between different land uses takes
advantage of the various peaks in demand to reduce
overall parking requirements.

• Total shopping centre floor space in Europe increased
by 2.9% over the twelve months to June 2017, reaching
160.8 million sq m.

• The 28 EU nations experienced a retail turnover
increase of +1.8%.

160.8
million sq m.

Total shopping centre
floor space in Europe

More than

£37,000
billed in 2016

Retail turnover
increase of

+1.8%



04. The Commercial
Developments

& Retail Market

We are the company that adds value to the Client's project.

Civil Engineering Specialized in 
Transport and Mobility and Accessibility

Technique in 
data capture

(ATC technology)

Knowledge in 
planning of 

transport and 
mobility systems

Innovation in the 
proposal and 

designs of
solutions

+ +

In this market, we offer our services for the establishment of shopping centres, logistics
developments (warehousing & distribution centres), business and industrial parks and

franchises that need a visitor and employee count, traffic impact, accessibility planning, and
internal circulation for future locations. We carry out mobility planning for projects under

developments, as well as optimization and improvement of the circulation and accessibility
to car parks at already established centres.We use the best technology

to capture and analyze
traffic and mobility.
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05. Services

We conduct robust technical analysis prior to any 
investment in the mobility area, to enable promoters 
and retail investors make the right decisions based 
informed by data.

‘Due Diligence’ for Investments 
& Decision Making

We conduct transport assessments, traffic impact 
assessment, mobility plans, travel plans, delivery and 
logistics plans, freight management plans, and construction 
traffic management plans - in order for new developments 
to comply with existing and current legal regulations.

Transport Assessment for Urban
& Mixed-use Developments or 
for Commercial Licenses

This service brings added value to everything we offer, 
where we work with the best transport modelling 
software and our team has extensive knowledge of 
this tool and its applications.

Traffic and Transport Modelling

Surveys and Data Collection for
all types of traffic
We have extensive experience in high quality Traffic 
Count and Data Collection services.
The variety and number of traffic counts we 
undertake enables us to determine and examine 
continuously at all times (and possibly in real-time), 
the existing traffic conditions in the areas installed.

Parking Studies
This service includes studies on publicly or privately 
managed public car parks, as well as studies for new or 
consolidated car parks in shopping centres.
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• Vehicle, Cycle and Pedestrian Counts
• A step beyond classic ATC surveys (Automatic 
    Traffic Counts):
    - Section ATC surveys
    - Intersection ATC surveys
    - Bluetooth ATC surveys
• Recording of license plates for 
    Origin/Destination matrices
• ANPR Surveys (Automatic Number Plate Recognition)
• Data processing and calibration
• Development of Project Description, Project
    Definitions and Data Interpretation
• Use of analysis technology

• We assess the future location of urban developments 
    and retail-led mixed-use developments
• Urban transport assessments embedding sustainability
• Identification of signage points of conflict
• We assess the improvements needed to guarantee the 
   functionality and sustainability of a development, ensuring
   safe and fluid mobility with an aim of protecting the 
   Client’s investment
• Use of analysis technology to calculate service levels and
    dynamic analysis.
• We analyse the accesses and exits to the development 
    location studied, as well as the internal road distribution 
    and circulation within the developments.

•  Analyses of all the parties and involved in mobility 
     and transport
•  Assessment of access requirements
•  Junction Analyses and Junction Design
•  Identification of circulation points of conflict
•  Use of analysis technology
•  Design of Highways and Road Layout 
     (offsite and internal roads)

• Pedestrian modelling and simulation
• Modelling (micro-simulation, mesoscopic simulation, 
    macro-simulation and hybrid)
• Multimodal modelling (incorporating public transport, 
    light rail, etc)
• Vehicle turn modelling
• Parking modelling
• Post Modelling Advisory services 
   (incorporating planning, design and engineering)

Two concepts which historically have been conceived separately come together in Vectio. 
We have created a synergy for the company, being a transportation planning consultancy
and at the same time having our own measurement, modelling and analysis technology. 
Our knowledge over the technology allows us to plan and size the data capture in a reliable
and rigorous way.

We are our own
technology suppliers • Parking demand, occupancy ratios, rotation of vehicles;

• Optimization of signalling systems, swept paths, points 
    of conflict;
• Design of accesses for new shopping & retail centres 
     car parks, sizing the optimal number of required spaces;
• ANPR Parking Surveys to determine actual use for 
    optimization, control and management of parking 
    spaces, or complete re-design of parking lots
• Micro-simulation Modelling for Surface Level & 
    Multi-level Car Parks



Cliente:

The well-known supermarket chain Mercadona S.A., owner of a commercial establishment in Lugar de Monte 
Patelo (Marineda City) in A Coruña, the second largest shopping centre in Spain, commissioned Vectio with the 
task of conducting an assessment to improve the accessibility and mobility of the supermarket and its 
surrounding area in order to optimise its value and attract more customers.

The objective of this assessment was to analyse the existing situation, especially in terms of road traffic, 
improving access times, the distribution of flows from nearby connections to inside the car park, internal 
circulation, parking optimization and directional signage.

To conduct this assessment, the following works were carried out:

• Design, planning, collection and analysis of preference surveys taken in the same supermarket
• Installation of pneumatic technology traffic counts and artificial vision cameras
• Capturing video footage with a drone
• Route videos with geo-referencing on-board camera

These tasks allowed us to find out the flow of traffic and travel both in the area of the affected stretch of road 
and its immediate surroundings, analysing road capacity and its level of service, diagnosing and proposing 
improvements to ensure fluid and safe mobility into and out of the site, as well as within the site.

06. Projects
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Project Accessibility 
Improvement 

Assessment for 
Mercadona in 
Marineda City

Spain, 2015



Spain, 2016Spain, 2017.

Cliente: Cliente: Cliente:

Due Diligence 
to improve the main access 

to a new commercial 
development

Traffic assessment 
for a logistic area in 

the industrial area
of Los Gavilanes

Due Diligence 
to improve the access to 

Moraleja Green 
Shopping Centre

Spain, 2017.

Mobility Assessment Project for the Jaén Plaza 
Shopping Centre
Client: Jaén Plaza Shopping Centre

Mobility and pre-feasibility assessment for the 
modification of access roads for the extension of the 
Airesur Shopping Centre
Client: Grupo Lar

Transport and mobility assessment for a new 
Shopping Centre
Client: Traces S.L

Transport assessment for the establishment of a public 
car park in Paseo de la Castellana 77
Client: ITA Ingenieria

Accessibility improvement assessment for Mercadona
in Marineda City
Client: Mercadona S.A

“Due Dilligence” of mobility for the location of the new 
Makro centre
Client: Makro

Transport assessment for the establishment of a Service 
Station in the surroundings of the Señorío de Illescas
Client: Starbleu Holding

Mobility assessment in a new MAKRO centre
Client: Makro

Accessibility improvement assessment to 
Los Alcores Shopping Centre
Client: Centro Comercial Los Alcores S.L.

Mobility assessment for the Nervión Plaza Shopping Centre
Client: Traces S.L

Transport assessment for new access road to the 
Valle del Nalón Shopping Centre
Client: Inmasa S.L

“Due Diligence” of accessibility to the new logistics area
in the Villaverde neighbourhood
Client: Hreis Innova

Accessibility improvement assessment to Bahia Sur 
Shopping Centre
Client: Pantoque ECI
Traffic assessment for a new KFC restaurant in Sevilla
Client: KFC
Traffic Assessment for a new gym in Valencia
Client: Viva Gym
Traffic impact study for a Hotel opening in Parres
Client:Worldproof Iberia S.L
Traffic assessment for an intersection in Malaga
Client: Narval Ingenieria
Traffic assessment in a commercial area in Barcelona
Client: Restauravia Food
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The extensive continuous training and experience of the people who are part of 
Vectio trains them to solve any challenge of our business lines. The future is to 

penetrate new geographical markets where our services are required.

We bet on our team.

We guarantee the success
of our projects

We bet on the future of technology.
We work for the continuous improvement of data collection technologies, with the aim of 

having information about them in real time. In line with a 24/7/365 service, we maintain 
a clear strategy to offer diagnostics and an online visualization of our work.

®

We offer real solutions
We study all possible options and we always provide the most efficient services to our customers. 

With the support of analyses of our high-quality traffic and mobility data – as collected, we undertake 
robust transport planning and infrastructure advisory work for Clients in order to add value, realise their 

investment and optimise accessibility into the retail developments or retail-led mixed-use urban developments.



www.vectio.com

41 Corsham Street
London N1 6DR

+44 (0)780 3558 453

Orense 58, 7º
28020 Madrid

+34 918 319 711

55 Colmore Row
Birmingham B3 2AA
(+44) (0)780 3558 453
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